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INTRODUCTION 

The earliest celebration of the Eucharist occurred in people’s homes. Wealthy Christians would 

open their homes to their fellow believers, and the priest would come to celebrate the Eucharistic 

feast. Saint Paul’s letters remind us that the Eucharist was usually followed by a festive meal, 

where families brought food to share with others. In good weather, the Sunday Eucharist was 

often celebrated outdoors, usually near a stream or body of water, so that Baptisms could be 

celebrated as part of the festivities. 

Those who arrived first gathered in silence, praying and waiting until everyone arrived. In some 

places, the assembly sang psalms from the Old Testament while they waited. After everyone 

arrived, the group entered the room where the celebration would take place. 

Processions into the house—or, later, into the church—were reminiscent of the processions 

through the streets of Jerusalem for High Holy Days. The entrance procession even today is a 

reminder that we are on a journey to our true home in Heaven, merely passing through this life 

and this world on the way to another place. 

In larger cities, the bishop celebrated the Eucharist at dawn, together with all the priests. At the 

end of Mass, the bishop then sent the priests to the local communities, carrying some of the Body 

and Blood of Jesus consecrated at the bishop’s Mass. The people waited for the priest and 

deacons to arrive. 

After the great persecutions ended in the early 300s, and churches began to be built, choirs would 

stand in the courtyard of the church—and in later years inside, near the entrance to the altar—

and sing psalms while the people gathered and waited for the priest and deacon carrying the 

Body and Blood of Christ from the bishop’s celebration of the Eucharist. This came to be known 

as the “Introit,” a Latin word literally meaning “He is entering.” Today, if there is no hymn sung 

at the entrance, the priest or congregation say a brief Entrance Antiphon, which is a passage 

taken from the Bible, in place of the Introit, to help focus our thoughts and prayers as we 

formally begin Mass. 
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VENERATION OF THE ALTAR 

The ministers of the Mass and the clergy arrive at the foot of the Sanctuary, where they make a 

profound bow to the Altar and then genuflect to the Tabernacle, a sign of reverence to the Real 

Presence of Christ in the consecrated hosts reserved there. 

The practice of kissing the dining table began in Roman pagan culture, where the head of the 

household would kiss the table before holiday meals with guests, as a sign that the meal was 

being hosted by the household gods. Christians adopted this practice, since the Altar is the “table 

of the Lord” and Jesus is hosting this sacred meal. 

Christians began to celebrate the Eucharist over the tombs of the martyrs. They would kiss the 

sarcophagus of a martyr as a sign of reverence for the gifts given by God to that martyr, 

especially the hope in Christ’s mercy that empowered the martyr to sacrifice his or her life rather 

than deny Jesus Christ. This was a way of greeting the saints and showing fellowship with them 

during the celebration of the Eucharist. 

When churches were built, stone altars were constructed to resemble the tombs of the martyrs. 

Kissing the stone altar was an act of reverence toward Jesus Christ, the cornerstone of the 

Church. Relics, or slivers of bone from the martyrs and saints, began to be placed in the top of 

the stone altars beginning in the late 300s, once again to indicate a connection between the 

Church on Earth and the Church in Heaven.  This practice continues today. Our church has a 

wooden altar, so there is no relic of a saint. 

THE SIGN OF THE CROSS 

The practice of making the sign of Christ’s Cross over one’s own body began only a few decades 

after the death of Jesus, and by the 300s was widespread. It is a prayer for the grace and mercy of 

Jesus Christ won by His Cross, and an act of confidence in the Lord. Just as the repentant thief 

asked Jesus for mercy on the cross, we begin the prayer of the Mass with this sign as a reminder 

to ourselves of why we are here: to stand beneath the Cross of our Savior, to beg His mercy for 

our sins and His strength for our lives, to learn more of His ways, and to receive His Body and 

Blood. 

THE GREETING 

The greeting, “The Lord be with you” is of ancient Biblical origin. In the Old Testament books 

of Ruth and Judges, it is a greeting that recognizes the presence of God among us as we gather in 

God’s name. 

The response, “And with your spirit” is taken from the writings of Saint Paul in his letters to the 

Galatians, but also has its roots in the Old Testament. There are other, longer, options for the 

greeting given to the priest. They are all taken directly from the letters of Saint Paul. 
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THE ACT OF PENITENCE 

For several centuries, this act of penitence was a private prayer said quietly by the priest and 

ministers during the prayers at the foot of the Altar, before they entered the Sanctuary. 

The Second Vatican Council made this prayer a public act which affirms our human weakness 

and our dependence on God’s mercy. It is God’s mercy that makes us worthy to be here in this 

church, not our own righteousness, and so we begin the Mass by first acknowledging Christ’s 

cross, then acknowledging our need for mercy and grace. 

Jesus teaches in the Gospel of Matthew that we are to be reconciled to our brother before coming 

to offer our gifts at the altar. The second century text of the Didachē (DID-uh-kay) tells us that, 

on the Lord’s Day, people are to come together to break bread, but only “after first confessing 

their sins.” 

THE HYMN OF THE GLORIA 

The hymn of the Gloria is modeled after Biblical psalms and canticles. It begins with the words 

of the angels announcing the birth of the Messiah. The text is first found in Greek and Syrian 

liturgical texts from the 300s as a hymn sung only at Easter. By the sixth century it was sung in 

Rome at Easter and Christmas, and—within a few centuries—was sung every Sunday and on 

major feast days. 

THE COLLECT 

The earliest Eucharistic celebrations began with Bible readings as soon as everyone was 

together. Before the readings began, everyone waited and prayed in silence. By the end of the 

fourth century, this has changed. After the priest arrived, everyone present would offer 

spontaneous prayers for a few minutes. The priest would then sum up the prayers of the people in 

a vocal prayer. This came to be called the “Collect,” because it literally was meant to collect 

together the intentions and prayers of everyone gathered at Mass. 

“Amen” is used throughout the Mass and other prayers as a sign of agreement or assent. It comes 

to use from the Old Testament, where, as an example, the book of Deuteronomy uses it. Saint 

Paul also uses it in his First Letter to the Corinthians, and even the book of Revelation uses it as a 

name for Jesus, “The Great Amen.” 

THE LITURGY OF THE WORD 

When an extended family gathers for a big event—whether a holiday, wedding, funeral, or 

reunion—family members often tell stories about the past before the family shares a meal.  These 

are the two major events of the Mass: the Liturgy of the Word and the Liturgy of the Eucharist.  

When we gather as the family of God, we tell the stories of how God built our family, and then 

we enjoy the sacrificial meal that Jesus gave us. 
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The New Testament books tell us in many places that the earliest Christians read the Bible at the 

Eucharistic feasts. Saint Paul, in Galatians and Philemon, attests to this, as does the book of the 

Acts of the Apostles. The example of Jesus during the disciples’ journey to Emmaus is the same: 

they shared texts of the Bible and He explained them, and then He shared with them the 

Eucharist. It is an account of the Mass, because at every Mass we do exactly the same. 

Different numbers of readings were used in various cultures, but, by the sixth century, the 

number was standardized to three readings from the Bible on Sundays and major feasts. This 

comes directly from the morning Sabbath worship in synagogues, where there were two 

readings, separated by the singing of a Psalm.  To that we add a reading from one of the four 

Gospels. 

Our response to the reading, “Thanks be to God,” is an ancient text: it is the affirmation that we 

have heard the reading and we thank God for teaching us how to grow in holiness. 

In the homily that follows the readings, we receive what Saint Paul described to Saint Timothy 

as “teaching, correction, and training in righteousness.” 

THE ALLELUIA 

In Hebrew, the word Alleluia literally means “Praise Elohim (el-oh-HEEM),” or Praise God. By 

the time of Saint Augustine, just after the year 400, the word was sung with great flowery music. 

Saint Augustine called the musically ornamental singing of Alleluia, “joy without words.” 

THE CREED 

In the earliest years of the Church, the creed—or profession of faith—was associated with 

Baptism. The person to be baptized was led to the water; there, he or she expressed personal 

belief by answering a series of questions asked by the bishop.  The questions were about the 

three persons of the Divine Trinity: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.  Today, we stand after hearing 

God’s Word in the Bible and being instructed through the homily about how to apply God’s 

Word in our daily lives. We state our beliefs aloud as a personal statement of faith in God. 

The Creed we usually profess at Mass comes from the Council of Nicea (nigh-SEE-uh) in 325, 

and was modified by the Council of Constantinople in 381. For most of the Church’s history, 

catechumens or those preparing to be baptized were invited to be with the Church in order to 

hear the Bible readings and the homily, and then they went apart to reflect further on how God 

was converting and transforming their lives. At this point, the fully-initiated Catholics stood to 

profess their belief. 

The word creed comes from the Latin credo (CRAY-doe), meaning “I believe.”  That Latin word 

itself derives from two other words, cor and dare (DAH-ray), which together mean “to give 

one’s heart.” As we boldly say “I believe,” we are making a public statement: “I have given my 

heart to God:  Father, Son, and Spirit.” 
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THE GENERAL INTERCESSIONS 

One of the components of weekly prayers in the synagogue was a series of 18 blessings 

containing requests for individual and universal needs.  Saint Justin Martyr, writing around 140 

A.D., describes prayers “for ourselves and people everywhere” as part of the Catholic liturgy. 

In the Liturgy of the Word we have learned more about God’s grace in the history of our people, 

and we have reflected on how our lives today are impacted by that grace, challenging us to live 

better lives and grow in holiness. Now we turn our attention to the entire Church and world, 

asking God to bless them and tend to their needs. 

THE PRESENTATION OF THE GIFTS 

At His Last Supper, Jesus undertook four actions: 

• He took bread and wine. 

• He blessed them, giving thanks to God for them. 

• He transformed the bread and wine into His Body and Blood. 

• He gave His Body and Blood to those present, the 12 Apostles. 

During the second major part of the Mass, the Liturgy of the Eucharist, we do exactly the same.  

The priest fulfills the command of Jesus — “Do this in memory of Me.” — by accepting the 

bread and wine from the deacon who has prepared them, thanking God for each in turn, 

consecrating the bread and wine through the very words of Jesus—thus transforming them into 

the Body and Blood of the Lord—and then giving these heavenly gifts to us, the disciples of the 

Lord present for this sacrificial meal. 

When the deacon prepares the wine for consecration, he adds a small amount of water, 

representing the blood and water that flowed from the pierced side of Jesus on the Cross, and 

also symbolic of our small participation in the Passion of Christ. Before he offers the sacrifice of 

the spotless Lamb, the Body and Blood of Jesus, the priest washes his hands while asking God to 

cleanse him of his sins. 

From the earliest times of the Church, when Catholics gathered for Mass, they brought the bread 

and wine to be used at Mass, as well as offerings to be shared with the needy and for the 

ministries of the Church. We do the same, as the ushers receive what we share with the Church 

and the needy from all that God has given us. With this offering, the bread and wine are 

presented to the priest, who invites us to pray that God will consider our sacrifice worthy and 

acceptable. 
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THE SANCTUS (HOLY, HOLY, HOLY) 

Having asked God to accept the sacrifice we offer, we enter into the holiest part of the Mass with 

an invitation: “Lift up your hearts.” "This is an exhortation from the Old Testament book of 

Lamentations, and the words of the acclamation we sing, the hymn of the thrice-holy God, come 

from the heavenly vision of Isaiah the prophet. The book of Revelation describes worship in 

Heaven in a manner that is nearly identical to the Mass on Earth, with the singing of the Holy, 

Holy, Holy. 

This hymn of praise was part of the morning synagogue service and was brought into the Mass. 

It has been part of the Mass since the 400s. For a number of centuries before Vatican II, the choir 

would sing the first part of the Sanctus in a long and often complex chant, while the priest 

continued with the Mass, singing the second part after the Consecration. 

THE EUCHARISTIC PRAYER 

The Greek word eucharist means “thanksgiving,” and in the Eucharistic Prayer the priest acts on 

behalf of the whole assembly to give thanks to God. There are several forms of this prayer which 

may be used at Mass. The earliest and shortest comes from a description of the Mass written 

about the year 215, in a text called the Apostolic Tradition. Among the other options, the longest 

was compiled by Pope Gregory the Great around 590 AD, using Mass prayers from around the 

world. 

During the Eucharistic Prayer, the priest acts in the person of Christ, and undertakes five 

important ritual elements: 

• He first expresses thanksgiving to God. 

• He then calls down the Holy Spirit to sanctify the bread and wine to be consecrated. 

• With the words of Jesus from the Last Supper he changes the bread and wine into the Body and 

Blood of Jesus, after which we acknowledge this transformation as a “Mystery of Faith.” 

• He expresses the unity of the Church by praying for the entire communion of saints, including 

the pope and bishop, all the clergy, the whole people of God, and the faithful deceased. 

• He sums up this sacrificial prayer by giving all glory to God, to which we all sing, “Amen.” 

THE LORD’S PRAYER 

The prayer taught by Jesus to His disciples has been part of the Mass from very early on, but it 

has been prayed at different points during the Mass. Pope Saint Gregory the Great, around the 

year 590, fixed it at its current moment, where its final petitions (for bread and forgiveness) can 

be directly related to the reception of Holy Communion which follows.  
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The additional text, known as the embolism, “For the kingdom, and the power, and the glory are 

yours…” was first introduced into the liturgy in the Eastern Catholic churches — those around 

Constantinople — in the fourth or fifth century. Historians think it was a desire to end the Lord’s 

Prayer on a positive note rather than with a focus on sin. This text, which is not found in the 

Bible, was brought into our form of the Mass after Vatican II.  It is preceded by words written by 

Saint Paul to Titus, encouraging us to look forward to the blessed hope that is the return of Jesus. 

THE SIGN OF PEACE 

The early Christians offered the Sign of Peace at the end of the Intercessions. By the time of 

Pope Innocent I in 401, it was commonly offered immediately after the Our Father. Saint 

Augustine refers to this practice.  It is a way to place into practice the words we have just prayed, 

“as we forgive those who have trespassed against us.”  It is the gesture of family members, 

brothers, and sisters of one Father in Heaven, and a symbol of the unity of the Church and of our 

parish. 

THE LAMB OF GOD 

The New Testament Acts of the Apostles refers to the Mass as “the breaking of the bread.” Since 

the first Mass, the Last Supper, the bread that has become the Body of Christ is broken in order 

to be shared with all who are present. By the fourth century, it was common to use smaller pieces 

of unleavened bread for the Mass, so that in larger crowds the breaking of the bread would not 

become a long and drawn-out moment. 

Our litany during the breaking of the bread recognizes that Christ’s broken Body is the source of 

our salvation and of the font of God’s mercy. Just as the blood of sacrificial animals was 

sprinkled on the people before Christ as a sign of forgiveness of sins, we pray that the Lamb of 

God, sacrificed for our sins, will have mercy on us. 

Afterward, with words taken directly from John’s Gospel and the Book of Revelation, the priest 

invites us to partake in the Supper of the Lamb. We acknowledge our unworthiness, and our need 

for spiritual healing and strength that comes from this great gift. 

THE RECEPTION OF HOLY COMMUNION 

Although Jesus had fed thousands before, when He gave His Body and Blood at the Last Supper, 

it was with those who had had accepted the invitation to follow Him closely and who had spent 

three years learning from Him.  The reception of the Body and Blood of Jesus is called 

communion because it represents a unity already achieved within our household of faith. All are 

welcome to hear the Word of God and apply it to their lives, but the sharing of the Body and 

Blood of Jesus is today, as it was at the Last Supper, a deeply significant moment within the 

family of one heart and one faith. 
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Those Catholics who are spiritually prepared to receive Our Lord in communion—that is, those 

who are not conscious of serious sin and who have observed the one-hour fast from any food or 

drink — are invited to receive humbly the great gift of the Body and Blood of Jesus. Those who 

are not united with us in faith are invited to make a spiritual communion, and to pray for an end 

to the divisions of faith and practice that have split the Church of Jesus Christ. There is great 

pain when we are not together in the communion of faith and life that is the vision and prayer of 

Jesus—“That they all be one—but this gives us reason to pray and work to reunite the Church, so 

that we can express our unity in the communion of the Body and Blood of our Lord. 

TIME OF THANKSGIVING AND PRAYER AFTER COMMUNION 

Just as the entrance rites served as a threshold that we cross from everyday life into this taste of 

the heavenly worship, so the concluding rites serve as a transition to prepare us to return to the 

world, spiritually refreshed and strengthened. 

A period of silent thanksgiving follows Holy Communion, so that we can express our gratitude 

to God for the gifts we have received during this Mass and ask for the grace to meet the 

challenges we will encounter during the coming week. 

Then, announcements may be made that affect the good order of the parish or inform us of 

upcoming events. 

Lastly, the priest offers us the blessing and the deacon sends us on our way, to live out what we 

have received from the Bible readings, the homily, and the Eucharist at Mass today. 


